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Abstract—In this paper, we first show that there exists a 
daily pattern in volatility of equities and that the volatility 
pattern is different from the daily volume profile. To further 
emphasize the most important volatility change in a day, we 
decompose the matrix by using principal component analysis 
(PCA) and use eigenvectors as weights in our distance metrics 
so that it can help in the clustering step to generate and 
forecast volatility patterns.  

Clustering methods K-Means and Expectation 
Maximization (EM) for Gaussian mixture model with three 
different distance metrics are implemented, which enable us to 
optimize the clustering result. When new observations come in 
as a stream we compare the similarity with clustered volatility 
patterns under the distance measure to generate a predicted 
signal. 

To examine the practicality of this pattern recognition in 
equity market volatility, we build a trading algorithm and 
design a back test to check the accuracy and profitability. The 
realized volatility calculated by SPY and a representative for 
implied volatility VXX are treated separately and compared 
throughout the paper. As a result, the test error, profit and loss 
and risk adjusted return are compared with the performance 
by using fixed volatility profile, as well as compared with 
GARCH(1,1) model for SPY realized volatility and ARMA(1,1) 
for VXX as implied volatility. The sharp ratio from back test of 
the trading algorithm outperforms both benchmarks. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a financial market, predication is always an 
attractive and challenging question to all participants. In 
this paper, we focus on volatility pattern recognition since 
it is becoming a commonly recognized fact that the 
importance of volatility is steadily rising with the fast 
development of the financial market. The application of 
volatility forecasting in the financial industry includes, but 
not limited to, risk management, portfolio optimization, 
derivatives pricing, and best execution algorithms. Newly 
invented instruments are making direct investment to 
volatility easier and more practical to participants. 
Exchange Traded Funds or ETFs such as VXX has 
increased exponentially in trading volume with estimated 
average daily turnover around 1 billion USD since it 
debuted in 2009. 

    Financial markets are generally not perfectly efficient 
markets, which means that traders can make a profit by 
analyzing historical data and past patterns. In other words, 
volatility in the stock market is not a Markov process, that 
is conditional only on the present state of the system, i.e., 
the market has some memory. Furthermore, the market is 
not fully pricing all market information at all time [1]. 
Park and Irwin [2] in their paper have shown that technical 
analysis is profitable though their research is only in 
foreign exchange and commodity futures market. Market 
efficiency does not occur by itself, which also depends on 
the time horizon [3] [4] [5]. We view the Adaptive Market 
Hypothesis (AMH) of Andrew Lo [32] as a more realistic 
approach to this concept. 

The short term horizon prediction is a very popular 
topic. With the boost of Electronic Communication 
Network (ECN) and fast growing electrical trading, the 
high frequency intraday trading is quickly growing. Being 
an alternative of the macroeconomic fundamental analysis, 
the traders use technical analysis much more frequently 
and place more weight than fundamental analysis in short 
horizons (less than a week) in the surveys of technicians, 
according to the research conducted by Allen and Taylor 
[6]. Meese and Rogoff [7] show that macroeconomic 
models have failed to predict in the short term horizon, 
which indicates the financial market is more news or 
information-driven in the short term and affected by 
macroeconomics in the long term. Therefore, the 
fundamental analysis is not a good choice as predicting 
intraday volatility. As an alternative, pattern recognition, 
especially intraday pattern, could be used as a volatility 
trading guide. 

In this paper, we focus on intraday volatility pattern 
because we are targeting high frequency environments; 
and the intraday volatility pattern can be integrated with 
most of the intraday trading strategies such as the Volume 
Weighted Average Price (VWAP) trading algorithm. 
However, the pattern could be significantly different for 
different time horizons. 

The nature of volatility is dramatically different from 
the price return time series, known as stylized facts such as 
thick tails, volatility clustering and leverage effect [5] [6]. 
Effort has been focused on modeling these features, such 
as the famous ARCH and GARCH models [7] [8], as well 
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as stochastic volatility (SV) models [11] [13] such as 
Heston model and SABR model, etc. Besides predictions 
done by only using time series methods, the methods of 
time series combined with neural network/genetic 
programming are also adopted in the papers [17] [18] [19] 
[20], as well as using machine learning methods to 
combine multiple technical indicators in the papers [21] 
[22]. Florea compared the predictability in FX market, 
equity market and VIX by combing multiple indicators 
[24]. Most of the papers show certain kind of excess return 
and indicate the predictive power from historical data 
reflecting market memory or market inefficiency. 

In this paper, firstly, we are going to show that 
volatility can be decomposed into a day pattern by using 
principal component analysis (PCA). PCA analyzes 
covariance matrix to pick most important factors. Here we 
can utilize decomposed PCA’s eigenvectors as weights to 
emphasize the most volatility change in the distance 
metric, and the weight will be used in clustering patterns in 
next step. Secondly, we will generate distinguished 
patterns by using clustering method and finally match the 
new observation to a specific pattern as a prediction. The 
K-Means and Expectation-Maximization (EM) for 
Gaussian mixture clustering methods will be adopted.  

Related research has been done by comparing the PCA 
with independent component analysis (ICA) in [5] [16], 
which will show the hidden factors of seasonality, holiday 
effect and the long term industrial growth trend. Also in 
[25], a predefined pattern is tested in the foreign exchange 
market shows excess return. In contrast to the well-known 
predefined patterns, we are going to generate patterns 
automatically by unsupervised clustering. But in a future 
work, we can also combine generated patterns with these 
existing and well adopted patterns to improve the result. 

Empirical study is conducted by using stocks of SPY 
and VXX throughout the paper since SPY can represent 
broad stock market and VXX is the most active volatility 
ETF. As a result, we use GARCH(1,1) as benchmark as 
well as fixed volatility pattern as benchmark to confirm the 
improvement and predictive power of volatility pattern 
recognition. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

The data of SPY price is transferred into log return �� � ����	
��
	
 , and then realized volatility (RV) defined 

as �� � �� �������  is calculated, which assumes zero mean. 
Practitioners use realized volatility in high frequency field 
by aggregating higher frequency returns to compute lower 
frequency volatility. Here, it is also known that the high 
frequency data suffer greatly from microstructure noise, 
which makes realized volatility statistically biased [28] 
[29]. The data of VXX price is also transferred into log 
return, then its cumulative return is used to represent 
intraday volatility pattern. In contrast to the realized 
volatility, implied volatility is not a statistical calculation 
of the direct observations but is derived from options by 
using the realized option market price. VXX, as a VIX 
index ETF, is not a perfect representative of VIX since it is 
constructed by using two near term VIX futures. But it is 

more practical to study VXX as it is a direct investment 
instrument while VIX index is not tradable. 

To illustrate the volatility day pattern we fold the 
volatility time series into an n-by-p dimensional matrix, 
where n is the number of days and p is number of minutes 
during the trading hours. The prepared volatility matrix 
will be expressed as matrix below. After rearranging 
volatility to this n by p matrix, now each minute represents 
a dimension which reflects the feature of volatility within 
its own time interval across different days. For VXX, we 
use cumulative return ���� � ����� ����  instead of realized 
volatility ����. 
Volatility day pattern matrix: � � 

 

A.  Fixed pattern without clustering 

Before performing the PCA decomposition, we would 
like to first illustrate the difference among SPY volume 
profile (left), realized volatility pattern from SPY (middle) 
and implied volatility represented by VXX (right) as 
shown in figure 1. In these charts, blue lines are the 
average of the curve from each dimension; while red lines 
are moving averages across time to smooth the line. The 
volume intraday pattern is similar to SPY realized 
volatility pattern. But volume profile is more like a “U” 
shape curve with volume going extremely high in the 
market closing period; while at closing time, realized 
volatility curve only goes up to half of the open high. A 
similar result is also shown by Almgren [30]. On the 
contrary, VXX pattern has significantly different shape, 
which could be due to the VIX future contango, or 
speculation by traders, or implied volatility suffers more 
from leverage effects. But this is not the focus of this 
paper. Therefore, the generated clusters and weights 
assigned by the distance metric should be treated 
separately based on this analysis. 

Figure 1.  The average daily pattern of volume, volatility by SPY and 
VXX 

Some conclusions by paper [31] suggest that the fixed 
pattern is good enough for intraday profile, especially for 
volume pattern curve. There is no significant difference 
when categorizing stocks by market cap, listed exchange, 
sector, region, or asset type, except for American 
Depositary Receipt (ADR)/non-ADR. To provide evidence 
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of improved predictive power with using PCA and 
clustering methods for extracting the volatility pattern, 
fixed pattern is considered as a benchmark in the 
constructed trading strategy. 

B.  Principal component analysis (PCA) 

By applying PCA to the volatility matrix, we 
decompose the covariance matrix into orthogonal principal 
components and corresponding loading factors. The PCA 
is a well-established method especially in face recognition, 
which can extract feature vectors by projecting value from 
the old space onto the rotated new space so that fewer 
principal dimensions in new space can represent most of 
the variance in the old space. Here we use PCA to help 
conclude which dimensions from the original space could 
explain the main variance of volatility change. The result 
of PCA decomposition is shown in figure 2. 

Figure 2.  SPY realized volatility decomposition. Time series of first 
four principal components by PCA 

In figure 2, horizontal axis is the time window of 
trading hour from 09:30AM to 16:00PM. Interval size is 
per minutes. In chart we can see there is a jump at around 
X=30 which is 10:00AM. 

The first component is shown as in the first line, then 
the second component and so on. The circle size represents 
the importance at specified time period while the color 
represents the distance from 0. The last chart is the 
combination of the first five principal components which 
can explain more than 75% of the total variance in 
volatility change. From the line chart we can see an 
expansion in the beginning of the day and another 
expansion after 2pm then decrease a little until market 
close. The loading factors from PCA can be assigned as 
weights in the distance metric in the following step. 

The result from PCA is consistent with the result from 
first step analysis, which indicates there is more volatility 
change during the beginning of trading session as well as 
the market closing period. But PCA suggests heavy weight 
starting from 2pm might be caused by special days such as 
Federal Reserve announcement. This can be seen from the 
clustering result in next step. However the jump around 
10am is still an interesting phenomenon. One possible 
explanation may be due to some proprietary trading shops 
start intraday trading algorithm from 10am while leaving 
9:30 to 10:00 off for trend analysis. 

C. Distance metrics 

The volatility from the original space is mapped to the 
new space by using PCA. An unsupervised clustering to 
categorize different volatility pattern is then deployed. To 
calculate, the metric which will be used in clustering is 
defined. As distance measure, a metric has to satisfy the 
following conditions:  

Distance metric: 

d(x, y) � 0  (non-negativity, or separation axiom) 

d(x, y) = 0   if and only if   x = y    

d(x, y) = d(y, x)     (symmetry) 

d(x, z) � d(x, y) + d(y, z)     (subadditivity) 

The candidate distance measures we applied here: 

� � �� ��!� " #�� (Weighted Euclidean distance) � � $ " % (Weighted correlation distance) 

� � �&�$ " % (Modified weighted correlation 
distance) 

Where in the last two distance metrics, weighted 
correlation is as:  

% � '�(�)� *+  �'�(�)� )+  '�(�*� *+   
'�(�)� *+   � � ,�-.� " /�.+,0-1� " /�1+,0� � ,��  

23�)+  � � ,�.��� ,��  

By having the above distance measures, we apply the 
clustering method to generate most distinguished patterns. 
The purpose of clustering is to minimize the distance 
within cluster but maximize of the distance between 
clusters no matter under which distance measure. We can 
quickly review the methods adopted as following: 

D. Clustering methods 

The K-means clustering depends on partitioning 
observations into k clusters, so that each element belongs 
to the nearest cluster. The formula can be expressed as: 

4��3567 88 ��)9�3�:;<=>
?
���

 

Where 3� is the 5 cluster centroid of @�, and )9 is a data 
observation. 

The algorithm of k-means has two steps. The first step 
assigns each point to the nearest cluster centroid by 
comparing the distance; then performs an update to reduce 
the sum of total distance; and cluster centroids are 
recalculated.  

The iteration process to get K-Means cluster: 

@��� � A)BC2�-)B�3���0 D 2�-)B�39��0� E2$ F G F H2I 
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3���J� � $K@���K 8 )9
:;L=>�


 

Where @��� stands for 5-th cluster at M-th iteration; K@���K 
is the part for normalization to the sum of distance, which 
could be the count of points belonging to the cluster. 

In general, if the iteration process of K-means can be 
viewed as special case of expectation–maximization (EM) 
algorithm, alternatively EM for Gaussian mixture model 
can be applied. 

Expectation–maximization is a commonly used 
mixture decomposition method to decompose a mixture 
model. Mixture model can be seen as an overall population 
consisting of finite number of sub-populations, but without 
sub-population identity information. The EM algorithm is 
an iterative method for finding parameters. The algorithm 
has two steps to process, the E-step and M-step. 

E step: compute the conditional expectation of the log 
likelihood (NOPQ) at M-th iteration by given X and Z under 
current estimated parameterR�� , where Z is conditional 
distribution and X is observations.  

Estimate R�� given X and Z 

  
 S-RKR��0 � T-UKV�W�
0X��� Y�R+ !� Z[ 

M step: update parameter estimation R  to the next 
iteration by maximize Q 

Find R to maximize Q 

R��J� � 4��34)W S�R\R�� 
With two clustered methods and three distance 

measures, we can choose from the combination which 
gives the best result. Figure 3 is the demonstration from a 
training set that five volatility trajectories are clustered into 
two different groups.  

Figure 3.  Example of clustered intraday volatility trajectory 

Measuring by distance, the trajectories in the same 
cluster under given distance metric have similar pattern. 
The blue trajectories belong to one pattern which shows a 
jump at market open and in the afternoon. The red 

trajectories belong to another pattern which show a 
straight down trend at beginning then steadily reach the 
equilibrium. Since we assign the weight in distance metric 
from PCA, the clustering method is actually more sensitive 
to volatility change during the market open period and 
after 2 pm. 

E. Trading strategy by utilizing volatility pattern 

To examine the predictive power by using pattern 
recognition for intraday volatility, we build a trading 
strategy based on a proposed volatility forecasting method. 
Here VXX is a direct investable instrument, while realized 
volatility by SPY is not tradable. The strategy of trading 
VXX and pseudo “profit and loss (PnL)” by trading SPY’s 
realized volatility is constructed as below: 

Here we define: ]�   the ith clustered pattern 
X   new observed volatility data 
+/- will be final output signal of long/short ,�  the weight corresponding to trading signal �� the return by ^� in time interval X_� _ ` ^_[ 

 
When matching a new observation to one of the 

existing patterns, we need to calculate posterior as  a�bMc�5�� � ]�dO� e NdHfNdgOOh 

i�]�\j � k�a� e k�!\a�k�!  

Trading signal2k�`\! � 

Posterior * conditional probability given specific 
pattern 

�8k�a�\! e k�`\!� a��
 

2� � k�a� e k�!\a� e k�`\!� a�� k�!  

Here we have 

a�5��22k�a� � l2�m2'4bcb2562'�nbMc�2a4MMc�625l2�m2o�M4�2p4bcb  

�5qc�*r���22k�!\a� � s5bM46'c2m��32a4MMc�625� s5bM46'c2m��32a4MMc�6252�  

'�6�5M5�64�2k��t4t5�5M*2�5(c62bac'5u5'2a4MMc�62 
k�`\!� a� � l2�m2na2M�c6�2a�5'c23�(c3c6Ml2�m2o�M4�2'4bcb2562a4MMc�625  

u564�2M�4�56�2b5�64�2 5��2tc v`$25m2k�`\! w i�"\j22x225m2k�`\! � k�"\!"$25m2k�`\! F i�"\jy 
And we also construct a parameter as an investment 

weight in a portfolio, which will reflect our confidence on 
each trading signal:  c5�rM2 � \2k�`\! " k�"\!\ 

In the end, the weight will be normalized so as to be 
comparable with non-weight adjusted investment 
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 c5�rM2 � �  ��  �� e l2�m2M�M4�2M�4�cb 
Since our trading signal is generated at every time 

interval, as long as the investment period is known, the 
total number of trades will be known in advance. Hence 
the final cumulative profit and loss will be calculated as 

k6Y �8M�4�56�2b5�64��z e �cMn�62{��
 

Or with adjusted weight as 

k6Y �8 � e M�4�56�2b5�64��z e �cMn�62{��
 

 

III. EXPERIMENT 

A.  Data 

US stock of SPY and VXX are used throughout the 
paper since SPY can represent broad stock market in US 
and VXX is the most active volatility ETF. For SPY, 
realized volatility is calculated from tick data; For VXX, 
although we could use VIX to better represent implied 
volatility from market, but since VIX is not tradable and it 
only updates every 15 seconds we still decide to use VXX 
for intraday pattern. 

Other information from stock market like traded 
volume and bid/ask spread are also available and could 
contribute to improve volatility forecasting; but those data 
are not used in this experiment. The integration with other 
data as extra dimensions will be conducted in future work. 
Here we will only use price/volatility information to do the 
pattern recognition and clustering. 

To ignore the overnight effect and only focus on 
intraday volatility pattern, the first volatility points on each 
day is aligned to 0. The most recent four and half years 
data from 2010 are split into a training set and test set as 
70/30. 

B.Reuslt of clustered pattern 

Figure 4.  Intraday realized volatility pattern by SPY are clustered into 
6 distinguish patterns 

Figure 4 shows the clustered realized volatility patterns 
by SPY. The volatility jump around 2pm is clustered as a 
separated cluster; and the total number of trajectories in 
this cluster is about 5%. This can be explained as an event 
that happens once per month and is consistent with the 
Federal Reserve meeting announcement. One of the pros 
of proposed method is the capability of automatically 
filtering out special days. There is a 1% of population 
cluster whose volatility jump occurs at noon, but the shape 
of the volatility profile is significantly different from other 
patterns. Since we assign weight to emphasize the opening 
period, the first cluster is split out due to the small bump at 
beginning. The other clusters look similar by shape but are 
different on scale and how much it recovered back during 
market close time. 

Figure 5.  Intraday volatility pattern by VXX cumulative return are 
clustered into 6 distinguish patterns 

By looking at the result chart above in figure 5, it 
shows dramatically different intraday volatility pattern 
represented by VXX cumulative return. The two clusters 
in the last column show that the volatility straightly 
increases or decreases; though it seems with a limitation 
when decrease. Compare to that, the two clusters in the 
middle column is very steady since scale is much smaller. 
The reason why cluster 1 (first row, first column) is 
separated from cluster 3 (first row, third column) is 
because we enforce more weight on market opening 
period. In the end, the forth cluster (second row, first 
column) shows volatility goes up with resistance and could 
turn direction from morning session to afternoon session. 

The number of clusters to be categorized in the 
unsupervised clustering is given or known. If the training 
data are split into more clusters, the outliers in current 
pattern could be separated into a new pattern. 

 

C. Result of back test statistics 

To examine the power of predictability and 
profitability, we have built an algorithmic trading system 
based on the method described above. To avoid noise from 
market microstructure when calculating realized volatility 
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from SPY, we extend the trading period longer to 15 
minutes.  

We use fixed intraday volatility pattern as benchmark 
as well as GARCH(1,1) as benchmark (ARMA(1,1) for 
VXX cumulative return as benchmark). A comparison to 
show the difference between three methods and result is 
listed in Table I. 

TABLE I.  RESULT OF COMPARISON WITH BENCHMARKS 

Asset Methods 
Test 
Err 

Total 
PnL 

Annualized 
PnL Stdev 

Sharp 
ratio 

SPY 

Clustered 
Pattern 

40.78% 28.79  19.19    6.32  �  

Fixed Pattern 47.21% 18.31 12.20    6.39  �  

GARCH(1,1) 49.24%  3.58  2.39    6.34  �  

VXX 

Clustered 
Pattern 

44.49% 109% 73%    0.44     1.64  

Fixed Pattern 48.88% 62% 42%    0.44     0.93  

ARMA(1,1) 48.77% 24% 16%    0.44     0.36  

 

The simple statistics of result shows that the test result 
may not be perfect given that the test error is relatively 
high (comparing with other machine learning methods). 
However, it is still notable that we gain profits on all 
intraday volatility trading within test data set. When 
calculating profit and loss for SPY, it does not make too 
much sense except for comparison with benchmarks 
because the realized volatility calculated from SPY is not 
tradable. The profit we gain is in the unit of the annualized 
realized volatility; therefore it cannot calculate return in 
percent, and the sharp ratio does not exist. 

From the table we can also see that our proposed 
method by assigning weights from PCA to cluster intraday 
volatility into base patterns beats the fixed pattern method 
and also beats GARCH(1,1) for intraday volatility 
forecasting from the aspects of test error, total return and 
sharp ratio. 

. 

 
Figure 6.  Cumulative PnL in test set (about one and half year) 

To better understand the performance of the designed 
volatility trading strategy, a cumulative return is plotted as 
shown in figure 6. In the left chart, the pseudo PnL by 
clustered pattern, fixed pattern and GARCH(1,1) are 
showing amazing performance. But since it is not directly 
tradable, one explanation for the perfect performance may 
due to the market inefficiency. In the right chart is the 
performance of tradable VXX. Similarly, it shows PnL in 
the order of clustered pattern, fixed pattern and 

ARMA(1,1), where ARMA(1,1) is merely better than 
random. 

To further compare the adjusted weight parameter, 
which reflects our confidence on each trading signal, we 
can use weight as a position size at each decision-making 
step.  

D. Flow chart of automated trading system 

We have built the system as the flow chart shows in 
figure 7. During the intraday trading experiment, we set 
trading signals to be generated every 15 minutes.  

Figure 7.  Flow chart of automated trading system 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In summary, the clustered patterns can help in finding 
trading signals and work as a hidden layer to calibrate the 
daily volatility profile. Results from the back test show a 
good profit and loss, which consistently beat the fixed 
pattern method and time series only methods. The 
cumulative return is also very stable which can be seen 
from the calculated sharp ratio. 

The clustered patterns avoid the subjectivity in pre-
defined patterns but still have some known issues. For 
example, it overemphasizes capturing certain patterns like 
straight trend up/down because the higher prior 
probabilities, which is not quite consistent with traders’ 
human behavior in some circumstances. The parameter 
calibration issue is also notable in how many clusters to 
discriminate and the time interval and pattern time 
horizon. In this paper, we have shown a group of 
parameters that works well. In the future, a machine 
learning method with online adaptive learning can be 
considered to integrate with this pattern detection system. 
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V. FUTURE WORK 

The additional adjusted weight which further reflects 
our confidence on the trading signal could improve the 
strategy and will be implemented in the future work. Also 
integration with spread data and trading volume data as 
extra dimension could potentially help in volatility 
forecasting.  

ICA is targeting to remove the correlation of principal 
bases and is well applied in separating signals, which 
could be applied to improve PCA. 

Pre-defined well known patterns could be combined 
with clustered patterns together and be used in pattern 
recognition procedure so that it is more compatible with 
idea of behavior finance. The pre-defined pattern could be 
explained as some herd effect from interaction between 
traders. 
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